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I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1980s, Hungary cast off the chains of communism and embarked on
major
overhaul of its economic system. In doing so, Hungary's economy has
a
transformed from a non-market economy 2 to a capitalist, market driven
economy. 3 The engine driving this program is privatization,4 which relies in large
1. Cheryl W. Gray, Rebecca L Hanson & Michael Heller, HungarianLegal Reforntfor the Private
Sector,26 GEO. WASH.L INT'LL. & EcoN 293, 294 (1992).
2.
A non-market economy (NME), or a command economy, is a system where the central government
dictates economic policy. RALPH H. FOLSOM, Er. AL, INTERNATIONAL BusINESs TRANSATIIONS IN A
NtrsHELL 267 (4th ed. 1992).
3.
Prime Minister Gyula Hom, State of the Country Address (MT[ HUrARLANNEwS AGENMc, Sept.
27, 1994) [hereinafter Prime Minister Horn] availablein LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File (stating that as
the foreign debt increased exponentially, industrial productivity declined, employment levels dropped and
consumer prices rose). But see Henry Copeland, Budapest Shares Bubble Again; Roller-Coaster Market May
be Boosted by Economy; International Stocks, INT'LHERALDTRm., July 8,1994, at F-I (asserting that the 1%-
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part on direct and indirect foreign investments.5 While some foreign investors
choose to invest directly by opening an office, or building a manufacturing plant
in Hungary, 6 others turn to joint ventures.7 A third and increasingly popular

investment mechanism is publicly traded securities on the Budapest Stock
Exchange (BSE).8

This comment focuses on the laws behind the formation of a primary and
secondary securities market, with emphasis on the Budapest Stock Exchange. Part

II briefly reviews the history of securities and the stock market in Hungary. 9 Part
III investigates the basic concept of a security in Hungary and its various forms.10
Part IV explores the Securities Exchange Act and how it functions." Part V
examines the BSE, which has played a significant role in supporting the conversion process by providing a source of needed capital." Part VI concludes that

Hungary has made significant positive legal modifications to protect investors and
has created a stock exchange that will continue
to grow in importance with the
3
transformation of Hungary's economy.'

2% projected growth of the Hungarian economy indicates the economy is "turning the comer").
4.
Prime Minister Horn, supra note 3. The Hungarian prime minister wrote to the heads of all states
of the European Union and the Chairman of the European Commission remarking that "top priorities of the
national programme of modernization included.., clarifying and speeding up of the process of privatization."
Id. Privatization is the process which involves a change from state owned and controlled production in all key
economic sectors to a system of mostly private ownership. FOL.SOM, supra note 2, at 267-90.
5.
IPO's Boost Privatizationin Hungary, EUROMONEY, May 1994, at 6. See also HungaryInvestment Climate Statement, 1995 National Trade Data Bank. Market Reports, Mar. 21, 1995, at I (stating
that more than half of all foreign direct investment flowing into central and eastern Europe-excluding Russia
and the Newly Industrialized States-has been invested in Hungary).
6.
For example, Ford Motor Company has invested in a manufacturing plant where it manufactures

ignition coils, gas pumps and starter engines. Fordto Stay in Hungary,MTI HUNGARIAN NEWS AGENCY, Feb.
17, 1993. availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
7. Ajoint venture is a legal entity in the nature of a partnership engaged in ajoint undertaking of a
particular transaction formutual profit. BLACK's LAWDICnIoNARY 251 (6th ed. 1990). Westel. ajoint venture
between the U.S. company "West" and Hungarian Telecommunications Co., was awarded a contract to provide
cellular services. U.S. West Consortium Wins CellularLicense in Hungary. Bus. NEws, Aug. 26, 1993. Israeli
company Tal-Giltek formed a joint venture with Digital 2001 to install cable and telephone lines. IsraeliHungarianDeal to Invest 100 Million Dollars in Phone Lines AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, Sept. 10, 1993,
available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
8. See World Equity Markets-Hungary,EUROMONEY SUpp., June 29, 1990, at 15 [hereinafter Equity
Markets] (indicating that 70% of the turnover in the BSE is accounted for by foreigners).
9. See infra notes 14-46 and accompanying text.
10. See infra notes 47-108 and accompanying text.
11. See infra notes 109-134 and accompanying text.
12. See infra notes 135-187 and accompanying text.
13. See infra notes 188-192 and accompanying text.
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II. HISTORY
The Hungarian stock exchange system dates back to 1864, when the Hapsburg monarchy created a commodities and securities exchange.! 4 The exchange
operated until 1948, at which time it became incompatible with the newly imple-

mented command economy and was closed by the Communist government. 5
The Soviet-style economic system of central planning created an economy with
growing inefficiency and declining welfare.' 6 In the wake of these problems and
in an effort to create a more flexible and efficient economic system, Hungary,7 in

1968, implemented what is termed the New Economic Mechanism (NEM).

NEM abolished compulsory plan targets,' 8 extended personal economic rights
and began a process of structural reform.'9 This led to a strengthening of the

economy during the mid 1970s, only to be followed by a deep recession at the
end of the decade and the early 1980s. 21 Thus, NEM provided the initial structural

14. Samuel S. Cross, Visit to the Budapest Stock Exchange, 6 ILEX Briefing, A.B.A. SEc. INT'L L.
PRAc. 35,35 (1993).
15. Id.
16. Josef C. Brada & Istvyn Dobozi, Economic Reform in Hungary:An Overview andAssessment, in
MONEY INCNIVEs AND EFFICIENCY INTHE HUNGARIAN ECONOMIC REFORM 3 (Josef C. Brada & Istvdn
Dobozi eds., 1990) (examining the shortfalls and inefficiencies of the command economy as it operated in
Hungary).
17. NEM refers to the thrust of the 1968 reforms in Hungary, where central planning was abandoned
in favor of "an organic combination of the self-regulating market mechanism and central control exercised
through indirect, market-compatible fiscal and monetary instruments." Id.
18. Compulsory plan targets are centrally decided forced production levels that act as a substitute for
profit. Aladir Sipos & Mrton Tardos Economic Controlandthe StructuralInterpendanceof Organizations
in Hungary at the End of the Second Reform Decade, in MONEY INCENTIVES AND EFFICIENCY IN THE
HUNGARIAN ECONOMIC REFoRM 17.18 (Josef C.Brada & IstvAn Dobozi eds., 1990). Companies were allowed
to make decisions regarding matters of production, procurement, sales and investment. Id. However, if the
target was not met, the state would intervene and either reduce taxes or grant subsidies. Id. If the company was
substantially over the target, the state could simply collect this money. Id. These policies basically undermined
the very purpose of the whole system, as it essentially removed the incentive it purported to create. Id.
19. Hungary, A Lesson in Reform, ECONOMIST, July 11, 1987, at 48 (examining how NEM,
implemented in a command economy, created reforms that started the transformation leading to Hungary's
current market economy).
20. Brada & Dobozi, supra note 16, at 4-5 (describing how the removal of underisable efficiencyinhibiting characteristics ofcentral planning improved overall economic performance in the l70s). However,
NEM did not create a capital market. Morton Tardos, How to Create Markets in Eastern Europe: The
Hungarian Case, in ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT AND REFORM IN EASTERN EUROPE AND THE SOVIET UNION.
ESSAYS INHONOR OF FRANKLIN D. HOLTZMAN 259, 271-74 (1988). NEM tried to reinstate the initiative
provided by a profit oriented system. Id. However, by retaining control in key decision-making areas-such
as election to management, supply to the domestic markets and export levels-this motive was basically
eliminated. Id. at 267-68. See also Istvn Abel & John P. Bonin, Capital Markets in Eastern Europe: The
FinancialBlack Hole, 8 CONN.J I¢tr'LL. 1, 4 (1992) (explaining how fiscal interference prevented profit from
signaling resource movement under NEM and retained the central allocation of investment).
21. Id. at 6 (explaining how Hungary encountered difficulty in casting off the command economy
mode). Initial upsurges in business activity were followed by a recession as the economy struggled with high
inflation rates, problems in allocating credit effectively, macoreconomic and political uncertainty. Abel, supra
note 20,at 2.
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changes that directed Hungary toward a market economy. 22

In the wake of structural change, in order to meet the financing demands of
newly restructuring companies, Hungary experimented with the issuance of
corporate bonds in the 1980s. 3 Initially, these bonds were meant only to assist in
redistributing liquidity within the business sector and were issued entirely to

enterprises. 24 However, in 1986 the restrictions were lifted and enterprises were
able to issue bonds to households.2 The private sector was eager to invest in new
financial instruments, and the bond market flourished.2 In 1988, the government
expanded the security market by introducing treasury bills and certificates of
deposit. These investment vehicles offered more attractive interest rates than

bonds, and eventually led to the demise of the bond market in 1988.27 Simul•taneously, in an effort to maintain a minimal level of liquidity, a number of banks
formed an informal securities exchange.28 By this time, foreign securities exchanges were selling interests in Hungarian companies.29

Following substantial political and economic reform, and coupled with
growing pressure for increased westernized financial investment mechanisms, the
BSE reopened in 1990. The rejuvenation of the BSE was a result of the passage

of two important pieces of legislation: 30 the Act on Companies3t (Companies
Act), ratified by the Hungarian Parliament in 1989, authorizing the creation of
companies limited by shares;32 and the Securities and Stock Exchange Act
33
(Exchange Act), passed in 1990, regulating the sale and exchange of securities.
22. Sergio Salani &Jerry Sloan, An Overview ofLegal and FinancingAspectsfor Doing Business in
Hungary, Poland,and the Czech Republic, 9 TEMP. INT'L& COMP. LJ. 27,28.
23. Dr. Lajos Bokros, CapitalMarket and Stock Exchange Development in Hungary (1993) (on file
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and The TransnationalLawyer). Similar to government
bonds, the state guaranteed the principal and the interest. Id. The relatively high interest offered and the
increased degree of safety attracted investors. ILd. In the late 1980s, an inflationary period, coupled with rapidly
increasing nominal rates on household savings deposits and the elimination of government guarantees, shifted
investment away from the bond market. Istvfin Szdkely, The Reform of the HungarianFinancialSystem, 43
EUR.ECON. 107, 112 (1990).
24. Abel, supra note 20. at 5 (explaining that the goal of this experimentation was to redistribute
liquidity in the business sector).
25. Id. This was done in recognition of the demand for a new investment tool. Id.
26. See id. (adding that the private investment fervor was strengthened by the fact that the government
guaranteed these bonds).
27. Dr. Lajos Bokros, Hungary: FreshPrioritiesfora PioneerMarket, EUROMONEY 41, 49 (1991).
28. Id.
29. Abel, supra note 20, at 6.
30. Welcome to the Budapest Stock Exchange: The Gate to the HungarianCapitalMarkets, Taking
Stoclc An Investor's Guide to the Budapest Stock Exchange 6 (1994).
31. Act VI of 1988 on Economic Associations, sec. 231, available in LEXIS, Europe Library, Eeleg
File [hereinafter Companies Act]. See also infra notes 62-84, and accompanying text (examining the company
limited by shares).
32. Companies Act, supranote 31, at sec. 231.
33. Act VI 1990 on Securities and Stock Exchange, available in LEXIS, Europe Library, Eeleg File
[hereinafter Exchange Act]. See generally . Leslie Jankovich, Western Business in Hungary: Challengesand
Ways of Coping, 7 TRANSNAT°L LAw. 65 (1994) (describing the various forms of business entities created

1995IHungary:Securitieson the Forefrontof Revitalization
Although Hungary uses the civil law model,34 the Exchange Act was written
with an Anglo-Saxon regulatory approach.35 Without a conceptual or practical

knowledge of the workings of a securities market, the framers preferred a
regulatory structure to a comprehensive continental approach.3 6 As such, anti-

cipated statutory gaps, which were inevitable due to the country's inexperience
as a whole with capitalist systems, could be filled in response to practice with

appropriate legislation?'
For example, the first case brought in a Hungarian court based on the
Exchange Act involved a small investor who sued Co-Nexus, a trading member
of the BSE, claiming his trade as stipulated had not been carried out.38 Co-Nexus
did not make an offer to purchase the call option requested. 39 Co-Nexus insisted

that the call option requested by the small investor was unreasonable.40 Further,
Co-Nexus neglected to make the offer to purchase even though another broker

had bought below the previously agreed price. 4 Thus, the price the small investor
envisioned was not entirely unreasonable.42 The court found that although the law

did not specifically provide a codified solution for this situation, the transaction,
or failure thereof, constituted a partial offer from which Co-Nexus was liable for
its failure to make the purchase requested.43
As is illustrated in this case, and by the somewhat inexact statutory scheme,
Hungary has had to start rebuilding its securities market from the ground up."

Although Hungary has a rich tradition of publicly trading securities, the inter-

pursuant to the two laws).
34. See Hungary Law Digest, 1994, MARTINDALE-HUBBELL INT'L LAW DIGEsT, at HGRY-10
(explaining that as a civil law country, only the provisions set forth in acts and orders are considered law).
35. Jdnos Tdth, Facts, Thoughts and Prospects on the Hungarian Securities Markets 1, 3 (1994)
(unpublished manuscript, on file with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and The Transnational
Lawer).
36. Id. Mr. Tdth explains that the detailed continental approach (typical of civil law countries) was
impractical due to the uncertainty of the future development of the market. Id. See also David Reilly,
Commercial Banks to Trade Bonds on Stock Exchange, BuDAPEST Bus. L, July 21, 1995 at 11 (stating that
portions of the current Hungarian Securities Law are modified versions of the U.S. Glass-Stegal Act).
37. Tdth, supra note 35, at2.
38. Hungary'sFirstStock ExchangeCourt Case, MT HuNGARIAN NEWS AGENCY MTI ECONEWS, Jul.
7, 1992, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
39. Id. A "call option" is a negotiable instrument whereby the writer of the option, for a certain sum
of money (the "premium"), grants to the buyer of the option the irrevocable right to demand, within a specified
amount of time, the delivery by the writer of a specified number of shares of a stock at a fixed price. BLACK'S
LAw DICTIONARY 251 (6th ed. 1990).
40. Hungary'sFirstStock Exchange CourtCase, supra note 38.
41. Hungary'sFirstStock Exchange CourtCase,supra note 38.
42. Hungary's FirstStock Exchange CourtCase, supra note 38.
43. See also, id. (relating that the official list of bids produced by the BSE has no legal standing).
However, the fact that the investor had agreed to buy at a price higher than that which another had paid
indicated that at least the part of the agreement between broker and investor relating to the purchase should be
enforced. Id.
44. Boloros, supranote 23, at 48.
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vention of a command economy and the suspension of a trading system has
diminished local expertise. 5 The legislature set up new laws and procedures 4in6
an effort to liberalize capital movements and to encourage foreign involvement.
IMI THE CONCEPT OF "SECURrIFS" IN HUNGARY

The Exchange Act does not specifically define the term "security. 4 7 Instead,
the Hungarian Civil Code Act 1959IV48 (Code) defers to the State Securities
Supervisory (Supervisory)4 9 to provide this definition. 50 In section 338/A(1), the
Code specifically addresses the issuer's pecuniary obligation to maintain the
s In section 338/A(2),
convertibility of the securityY
the Code mandates that
securities are valid only where the particular "document... bear[s] the requisites
determined by legal rule."5 2 In sum, the Civil Code leaves the specific requirements of a certain security to a statute addressing that security.53 As a result, if a
paper meets all the civil law requirements, but is not regulated by a separate
statute, it is void as a security. 4

45. See id. (indicating that there is a great need for foreign involvement as there is limited local
expertise).

46. Id.
47. See generally Exchange Act, supra note 33, sec. 2. The Exchange Act governs the trading of
transferable bonds, shares in companies and all other types of securities as envisioned by Civil Code Act
1959AV. Id.; see also Samuel Wolff, eL al., Comment, SecuritiesRegulationin CentralEurope: Hungaryand
Czechoslovakia, 21 DENv. J.INT'L L. P. 103,115 (1992) (stating that neither "securities" nor "transactions"
are covered by the Exchange Act).
48. Polgirl T6rv6nykdnyv (Civil Code) [hereinafter PTK].
49. See infra, notes 118-124 (defining the role of the Supervisory).
50. PTK, supranote 48, ch. XXVIU/A see. 3381A(2). The rules for listing and trading on the BSE
specifically state that securities eligible for trading on the exchange are "securities falling under the effect of
Act VI of 1990 [Exchange Act], Government securities and Compensation notes." BUDAPEST STOCK
EXCtrANGEREQuomP
OpTHELIsrGAN TRADINGOFSECUR
ESONTHEBUDAPsrSTOCKX HANE
(as amended 1994) [hereinafter Listing Rules] (available from the BSE and on file with The Transnational
Lawyer). The approval of the Listing Rules has been delegated to the State Securities Supervisory Board.
Wolff, supra note 47,at 112.
51. PTK, supranote 48,at ch. XXVIIIIA, § 338JA(1) (stating "[a] person who has made out a security
on a pecuniary claim (issuer) undertakes an unconditional and unilateral obligation that he will provide himself,
or another person named in the security will provide, [sic] a certain sum of money to the obligee of the security
in exchange for the security.").
52. Id. at ch. XXVUIHA, § 3381A(2).
53. T6th, supra note 35, at 3. See also Exchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. I, para. 3(b) (stating that
shares are securities in which the issuer acknowledges the receipt for possession or use of a certain amount of
money, or other property, the value of which has been determined in terms of money, and binds himself to
assign certain proprietary or other rights to holders of such securities).
54. T6th, supranote 35, at 3.
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The Exchange Act performs this regulatory role related to bonds,55 shares, 56
and all other types of securities as defined by the Code.raThe Exchange Act does
not apply to non-public58 brokering of securities.5 9 Furthermore, it does not
incorporate checks, savings bonds and certificates, deposit bills, cooperative
debentures, target debentures, business interests and bills of exchange6 as
securities, even though the Code itself does recognize them as such.61
A. The Company Limited by Shares
The Companies Act of 198862 established the legislative foundation for small
and medium-sized companies to incorporate! 3 The Companies Act also set the
stage for the privatization of the larger state-owned companies.64 It defines the
basic entities to be:65 the Limited Liability Company (Kft),6 the Company

55. Exchange Act, supra note 33, pt. 1,para. 2(l)(a). Bonds are a loan of a predetermined amount of
money that the debtor has agreed to pay back with a set amount of interest after a specific duration of time. Id.,
pt. , para. 3(a).
56. Id., pt. I, para. 2(l)(b). Shares include "any Securities in which Issuer acknowledges the
predetermined amount of money received, or a property value expressed in money-terms coming into his
possession or his usage, and undertakes himself to secure predetermined property and other rights to the
holder." Id., pt. , para. 3(b).
57. Id., Pt. 1,para. 2(1)(c). This Act also applies to "any other marketable security issued and put into
circulation in a series, in a form and method specified by the Act 1959/IV of Civil Code, and those arising
rights and liabilities of transferable securities between issuer and holder, secured by a legal instrument such
as a loan or membership contract" Id.
58. Exchange Act supra note 33, at pt. I, para. 30) (defining a public offer as the offer for sale
(subscription) of a security through the publication of a prospectus in the written press or other media for an
un-predetermined stratum of possible security-buyers).
59. Id., pt. 1,para. 2(2)(a).
60. Id., pt. I, para. 2(2)(b).
61. PTK, supra note 48,ch. XXVIIIIA, § 3381A(2) (stating that a document which conforms to the
standards set forth in a statute defining a security shall be considered as such within in the confines of that
statute). The share, the compensation coupon and cooperative's equity shares are regulated by separate Acts,
while other securities such as certificates of deposit and treasury bills are regulated by law decree. Tdth, supra
note 35, at 3.
62. Companies Act, supranote 31.
63. Abel, supranote 20, at 7.
64. Id.
65. Hungary Law Digest in MARTn;DAL-HuBBELLIhNT'LLAwDIGEST HGRY 5-7 (1994).
66. The Limited Liability Company (Kft) is an economic association established with primary capital
contributed by its members. Companies Act. supranote 31,chap. VI,sec. 155(1). Members shall not be liable
for the obligations of the company. Id. This form of business is similar to the German GmbH ("Gesellschaft
mit bescrnkter Haftung") or the United States Limited Liability Company. See supranote 65, at HGRY-6.
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Limited by Shares (Rt),6 the Joint Enterprise (Kv), 8 the General Partnership
(Kkt),69 the Limited Partnership (Bt)0 and the Business Association!' Only the
shares of the Rt are traded publicly. 72 In order to be listed on the stock exchange,

two conditions must first be met: at least twenty-five percent of the company's
value must be subscribed for by the public, and the total value of these shares

must exceed two hundred million Forints. 3
The Rt is an economic association formed with a predetermined number and

value of shares. 74 The shareholder's liability is limited to this value (or the amount
at which the share is issued) and retains no other accountability for the financial

obligations of the company. 5 The Rt may issue either ordinary shares,7 6 pre-

ference shares, 77 or convertible bonds. 78 The minimum registered capital of an Rt
is ten million Forints

79

thirty percent of this capital or five million Forints,

whichever is greater, must be cash.8 The founding shareholders, at the founding
general meeting, elect company directors, members of the supervisory board and

67. The Company Limited by Shares (Rt) is an economic association formed with a registered capital
consisting of shares of a predetermined amount and nominal value (par value), in which the liability of
members is limited to the delivery of the nominal value or the value of the issue of the share. Companies Act,
supranote 31, at chap. VII, see. 232(1). Otherwise, the shareholder has no liability for the obligations of the
company. Id.
68. The Joint Enterprise (Kv) is a for-profit, non-limited liability corporation of entities where members

are liable for its debts in proportion to their contribution. Hungary Law Digest, supranote 65, at HGRY-6.
69. The General Partnership (Kkt) is not a separate legal entity, but includes partners who arejointly
and severally liable up to the amount of invested they capital. Hungary Law Digest, supranote 65, at HGRY6. The Kkt corresponds widely to the U.S. concept of a General Partnership. Id. See Companies Act, supra note
31, at chap. VI, see. 55(1) (defining Kkt).
70. The limited Partnership (Bt) is similar to the U.S. concept of a Limited Partnership and differs from
Kkt in that individual liability of partners is limited to stated capital. HungaryLaw Digest, supranote 65, at
HGRY-6. See Companies Act, supranote 31, at chap. II, sec. 94(1).
71. A Business Association is a not-for-profit, non-limited liability entity created for lobbying,
organizing and coordinating joint activities. HungaryLaw Digest,supra note 65, at HGRY-6. See generally
Companies Act, supra note 31, at chap. IV.
72. See generallyCompanies Act, supranote 31, at chap. I, sec. 14 (prescribing that only a company
limited by shares may issue securities representing membership rights). See also Jankovich, supranote 33, at
83-86 (detailing and comparing the various business forms).
73. Listing Rules, supra note 50, at 5 (setting out the specific rules of when a stock may be listed on
the BSE). As of September 1995, the official exchange rate was 131 Fts. per U.S. dollar.
74. Companies Act, supra note 31, at chap. VII, sec. 232(l).
75. Id.

76. Id., chap. VII, see. 234(1) (specifying an ordinary share as a security embodying membership
rights).
77. Id., chap. VII, sec. 242(1) (describing the preference share to be a share entitled to a certain
percentage of profits where voting rights may be withheld in the company statute). Up to one half of a company
may be held in preference shares. Id., chap. VII, sec. 242(4).
78. Id., chap. VII, sec. 246. One half of the registered capital maybe bonds. Id.
79. Id., chap. VII, sec. 251(l).
80. Id., chap. VII, sec. 251(2).
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the company auditor. In addition, they decide a variety of issues germane to the

functioning of the company!8 '

Shares in an Rt, whether ordinary shares, preference shares, or convertible

bonds, are classified as either "bearer shares" or "registered shares."r2Foreigners
may only exercise ownership rights with regard to registered shares. 8In the event

that a foreigner obtains a bearer share (e.g., through an estate transfer), that share
must be converted to a registered share within one year.

4

B. The Compensation Coupon

The compensation coupon is a security unique to the Hungarian privatization
process.s The government, by application, issues these coupons to those who lost
property or suffered maltreatment in the past.86 The law creating these coupons
seeks to remedy unlawful damages caused by past regimes.!

While the intentions of the law are laudable, unfortunately, the reality of the
economic situation is that Hungary cannot make full reparations of previously
nationalized property.88 Because too many items are eligible for compensation
and the economy is too weak to meet the indemnification demands, only partial
compensation is possible. 89

81. Id., chap. VII, sec. 258(a-i). Other functions of the founding general meeting include: drafting
statutes; approving or disapproving prior contracts; and deciding the value of contributions in kind. Id.

82. Id., chap. VII, sec. 240(l). Bearer Shares are freely transferable shares where the owner is not
registered on the company books. Id. The name and address of the owner of a registered share is listed in the
share register maintained by the company. Id., chap. VII, sec. 241(1).
83. Id., chap. VII, see. 240(3).
84. Id., chap. VII, sec. 240(4). A foreigner cannot exercise any of the rights of a shareholder until the
bearer share is converted into a registered share. Id.
85. Tim Smart, A Land Where BankersMust Be Nimble, EUROMONEY SUPp., Apr. 1994, at 108.
86. Id. The acts relate to these reparations: (1) The First Compensation Act seeks to compensate the
estimated 900,000 people who lost their property pursuant to the implementation of communism in 1949; (2)
The Second Compensation Act focuses on compensating Jewish Hungarians who suffered losses in the ten year
period following May 1939; (3) The Third Compensation Act concentrates on some 360,000 individuals who
unjustly lost life or liberty. Hungary:Restitution fProperty andPurchase ofLand, BBC Monitoring Service:
Eastern Europe, Reuter Textline, Mar. 17, 1994, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
87. Law XXV of 1991 on Partial Compensation for Damages Unlawfully Caused by the State to
Properties Owned by Citizens in the Interest of Setting Ownership Relations, pmbl., availablein LEXIS,
Europe Library, Eeleg File [hereinafter Compensation Law] (stating that those who suffered unlawfully
damages to property caused by the government deserved compensation).
88. Parliament- Compensation Bill, MTI Hungarian News Agency, available in LEXIS, World
Library, Allwld File.
89. Id. (recounting that there are an estimated four million hectares of land; 3970 industrial companies
with fewer than 100 employees; and 400,000 flats and shops). As of December 1994, compensation coupons
issued were worth 114.9 billion Fts. Hungary: Compensation CouponsIssued Reach 115BNForintsFigyel6,
Reuter Textline, July 1995, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File; see also Hungary: Restitution
ofPropertyandPurchaseof Land, BBC Monitoring Service: Eastern Europe, Reuter Textline, Mar. 17, 1994,
availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File (stating that the economic situation of the country is such that
it cannot fully compensate for all losses).
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The government issues compensation coupons according to a series of set
rates that reflect only a partial value of the property represented by that coupon.90
Coupons bear an interest rate of seventy-five percent of the basic interest rate of
the central bank.9l Investors may use the coupons to purchase shares in former
state-owned companies that are being privatized, or to obtain ownership of farmland.9 2 The Compensation Law allows a maximum of ten percent of a company
to be purchased by compensation coupons. 93 However, the Supervisory
has dis4
cretion to decide any acceptable limit above this percentage?
The BSE, in an effort to boost the privatization process and increase its own
visibility, decided to increase the range of shares offered. 95 One such step was
taken October 1, 1992, when the General Meeting of the BSE authorized the
compensation coupon to be traded on the BSE. 97 The compensation coupon thus
creates the opportunity for small investors, who may not have any other resources
with which to invest, to participate in the privatization process on the BSE. 98 The
BSE floats coupons on the condition that the State Property Agency (SPA)'9
inform it at least six months in advance of SPA plans to privatize a company
having ownership available for compensation coupons. 0°This requirement might
be problematic
because the SPA is prone to making ad hoc decisions on such
01
matters.'
An interesting phenomenon has occurred in the valuation of the compensation
coupon. By statute, the coupon has a face value of 1000 Forints. t°2 The nominal

90. See Compensation Law, supra note 87, at para. 4(1-4) (indicating, in a table, that as the amount of
compensation due increases, the percent compensated decreases):
0-200,000 Fts. at 100%;
200,001-300,000 Fts. at 200,000 Fts. + 50% of amount over 200,000;

300,001 - 500,000 Fts. at 250,000 Fts. + 30% of amount over 300,000;
over 500,001 Fts. at 310,000 Fts. + 10% of amount over 500,000;

compensation is limited to a maximum of 5,000,000 Fts. per property per former owner. Id. As of
September 1995, the exchange rate was 131 Fts. per U.S. dollar.

91. 91 Compensation Law, supranote 87, at para. 5(3).
92.

Id.at para. 7(la-b).

93. Id. at para. 8(3).
94. Id. at para. 8(5).
95. BSE Tries to Reconcile CapitalandMoney Markets, MTI Hungarian News Agency, Oct. 30, 1992,
available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File (paraphrasing Lotfi Farbod, then managing director of BSE,
who feels that companies that have shares available for compensation coupons might be convinced of the

advantages of introducing their shares on the BSE).
96. See infra notes 138-139 (explaining the General Meeting).
97. Compensation Coupons CanNow Be Floatedon BSE, MTI Hungarian News Agency, Oct. 13,
1992, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
98. BUDAPEST STOCK EXCHANGE, PRospEcTUs, 6 (1994) (available from BSE Investor's Information
Centre and on file with The TransnationalLawyer).

99. The State Property Agency (SPA) administers the privatization of state-held property. WALDEN
COUNTRY REPORTS, COUNTRY: HUNGARY (1994).
100. CompensationCoupons, supranote 97.
101. Id.
102. Compensation Law, supranote 87, para. 4(1), para. 6(l)(g).
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value of the coupon increases monthly as the interest accrues. 03 Thus, as of
December 16, 1994, the value of a compensation coupon equaled 171.50% of
face value (1000 Forints).1 4 However, on the same day, the coupon was trading
on the BSE at forty percent of original value. 0 5 There are more compensation
coupons issued than there are state assets to trade for them.1°6 This has the effect

of considerably devaluing the coupon.1 7 Some have recognized profit potential
in this situation by trading their coupons, at the set official rate, for shares in
newly privatized companies, thus realizing gains.'08
IV. THE SECURITIES

AN

STOCK EXCHANGE ACT

A. Basic Design
The Exchange Act seeks to foster the flow of capital and to safeguard the
investor. °9 As a result, this Act allowed for the rebirth of the BSE." ° The BSE
is a non-profit, self-regulating organization that operates independently of the

state."' The Supervisory provides oversight from a governmental angle and is
itself supervised directly by the Minister of Finance." 2 A rough equivalent to the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the Supervisory assures that the BSE

complies with the requirements of public issue and securities regulation set forth
3
in the Exchange Act.
The Exchange Act establishes a set of guidelines, focusing on disclosure of
information rules regarding the shares publicly traded on the BSE. 14 Companies
must publish a prospectus to either issue new shares or publicly trade in any legal
103. Compensation Law, supra note 87, para. 5(5).
104. New Way of CalculatingValue of CCs Boosts SPA Revenue, MTI Hungarian News Agency, Dec.
16, 1994, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
105. Revival in Compensation CouponsonBSE,MTI Hungarian News Agency, Oct. 31,1994, available
in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File. The future of the compensation coupon looks grim. David Reilly,
ChartingFutureof Coupons?LookDown, BUDAPEST Bus.J., July 28, 1995 at 27 (indicating that in 1994 the
compensation coupon fell as low as 135 Fts.).
106. Revival, supra note 105.
107. Id.
108. Raphael Slattery, State Fines Brokerage in EGIS Subscription, BUDAPEST BUS. ., July 15, 1994
at 30. Brokerages who keep private lists of people for preference (since there are only a limited number of
shares available for trade) will now be sought out and fined. Id.
109. Exchange Act, supranote 33, pmbl., availablein LEXIS, Europe Library, Eeleg File.
110. Id.; see also Equity Markets, supranote 8 (explaining how the Exchange Act revitalized the BSE).
111. See Exchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. V, para. 43(3) (providing that the BSE is a separate legal
person).
112. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at Pat V, para. 6(1). The Ministry of Finance defines the structure
and the operations of the Supervisory. Id. However, its authority is limited in that it cannot revise nor overrule
regulations adopted by the Supervisory. Id. at ch. V, para 4(5). See infra notes 121-127 and accompanying text
(describing the function of the Supervisory).
113. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. 11.
114. See generallyExchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. IlL.
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securities.'"5 The Exchange Act requires that a prospectus include: details of the
securities; business activities of the issuer based on balance sheets; business
trends; risks; information on the management; and an unaudited balance sheet
prepared within six months before publication."t6 Additionally, the Exchange Act
imposes joint and several liability on the issuer and broker if there are losses
incurred due to a required amendment to the prospectus,
or if the invitation for
t7
subscription contained misleading information."
B. State SecuritiesSupervisory Board

The Supervisory administers and enforces the Exchange Act and supervises
the operations of the BSE."8 Under the supervision of the Minister of Finance," 9
the Supervisory ultimately determines what constitutes a public issuing of
securities or a securities deal.'20 Decisions of the Supervisory may generally be
appealed to a court of law. 21 However, a determination to suspend trade of a
security is not subject to review.'2
As of 1992, the Supervisory also regulates funds established under the
Exchange Act on Investment Funds.' Recently, the Commodities Exchange has
come under the purview of the Supervisory. 24

115. Tdth, supra note 35, at 4.
116. Exchange Act. supranote 33, pt. I, para. 26.
117. Id. at pt. VII, para. 81. Those who buy a security before publication of a prospectus may withdraw
from the contract if a subsequently published prospectus adversely affects the price. Id. The Issuer and Issue
Broker are jointly and severally liable for refunding all costs incurred or losses suffered by the buyer. Id.
118. Id.. pt.11, para. 4(2). According to Jfuos Tdth, International Group Leader at the Supervisory, the
Supervisory's most important assignments include: reviewing and approving prospectuses required for public
securities issue; reviewing compliance with continuous and special disclosure requirements concerning issuers
of securities and recording the information received; granting licenses enabling entities to engage in securities
trading; supervising operation of the BSE; supervising the secondary securities trading on the stock exchange
and the over-the-counter market; investigating suspected insider trading; drafting and issuing interpretations
in case of dispute; investigating complaints, problems and undesirable practices; enforcing the provisions of
the Act of Unfair Business Practices on the securities market and conducting investigations (via the Cartel
Office); reviewing and approving prospectuses to be issued by investment funds concerning their publicly
issued investment certificates; and supervising the fund managers and the funds. T6th, supra note 35, at 4.
119. Exchange Act, supra note 33 at pt. 11, para. 6(1).
120. Id., pt. 11, para. 4(3).
121. Id., p.1H, para. 4(6).
122. See id. (stating that a court of law may revise any matter decided by the Supervisory, except those
in paragraphs 69-71); see id. pt. V, para. 69-71 (giving full discretion to the Supervisory to decide if a trade
must be suspended).
123. Act LXIII of 1991 on Investment Funds [hereinafter Investment Act] (available from the BSE
Information Centre and on file with The TransnationalLawyer).
124. Likely Amendments to Securities Law, MTI Hungarian News Agency, Aug. 6, 1992, availableIn
LEXIS, World Library, AllwId File (speculating that the role of the Supervisory will be greatly increased as
the exchange grows and diversifies). According to Mr. T6th, if the Supervisgry controls every detail of the
Exchange Act it should also posses the power to make rules regarding the banking authority. T6th, supra note
35. at 3.
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C. ProposedAmendments
After four years of practical experience with the 1990 Exchange Act, the
Supervisory, in 1994, drafted a series of sweeping new regulations.'2 These
changes affect many different components of the law. 2 6 Under the new regulations, the Supervisory maintains greater control over non-public trading of
shares in an effort to protect buyers. 27 In addition, minimum capitalization for
brokers is increased,'2 with ten percent of this capitalization set aside as a risk
reserve. 29 The amendment would clarify the process for determining price
manipulation, including insider trading, and would set forth a clearer list of
sanctions.130 As a whole, the amended law would combine the regulation of the
BSE, the Budapest Commodities Exchange, and off-market share trading, all of
which currently operate under separate regulations.'
The government delegated the process of amending the Securities Law to the
Ministry of Finance at the end of 1994.132 This delegation came with the stipulation that banks be allowed to trade government securities. In response, the
BSE approved the establishment of a new government securities section on the
Exchange where banks will be allowed to trade and is in the process of implementing the changes originally suggested by the Supervisory.3

125. Top RegulatorDiscussesPlansfor UpdatingSecurities Regulations,International Securities Regulation Report, Apr. 19, 1994, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.

126. Id.
127. Id. The amendment will require that private placements be registered with the Supervisory. Id. The
Supervisory will then ensure that the company information is up-to-date and unambiguous, and that the private

issue is not really one that should be characterized as a public issue. Id.
128. Hungary: A.E.F. DraftsNew SecuritiesLegislation,REUTER TMLINE. Sept. 1, 1994, available
in LEXIS News library, Allnews File. Currently, Limited Liability Companies acting as brokers must have a
five million forint registered capital, this would be increased to 10 million forint and brokers operating in the
form of a Company Limited by Shares would be required to increase registered capital from 10 to 100 million
forints. Id.
129. Id.
130. Top Regulator,supranote 125 (reporting that currently what constitutes manipulation and available
sanctions are unclear).
131. Hungary: A.F. DraftsNew Securities Legislation.supranote 128.
132. Securities TradingLaw to be Revised by FinanceMinistry, MTI Econews. MTI Hungarian News
Agency, Feb. 14, 1995, availablein LEXIS, News Library. Allnews File.
133. Id.
134. BSE Members Approve New Government SecuritiesSection, M1T Econews, MTI Hungarian News
Agency, July 14. 1995, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File.
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V. BUDAPEST STOCK EXCHANGE

A. Basic Structure
The function and activities of the BSE are defined by the Charter 3 and the
Listing Rules.'" These two laws set forth the basic procedures and requirements
that must be followed by the BSE, members and traders.1 37 The BSE is governed
by the General Meeting, which meets at least annually. 38 The General Meeting
makes decisions regarding amendments of the Charter, removing or electing
officers, budget approval and various extraordinary matters. 3 The Stock
Exchange Council, consisting of five to thirteen members elected by the General
Meeting, is responsible for
items such as admission of new members and super4
vision of BSE activities. 0
B. InsiderTrading
A single provision of the Exchange Act entitled "Restriction on Insider
Dealing" governs insider trading in Hungary.141 This Insider Trading clause
applies when confidential insider information is relied on for trading and the
value of the security is substantially affected. 4 ' The three categories of insider
trading include: dealing in securities related to confidential insider information;
dealing by proxy of another person in such securities; and divulging confidential
inside information to whomever may benefit from such knowledge or be able to
pass such information on within the stock exchange. 4 3 Thus, by including
"traders," "tippers" and "tippees," the Hungarian definition of "insider" is similar
to the U.S. concept.' 44 However, the Hungarian statute extends insider liability to
those without a fiduciary duty to issuers who have knowingly had access to inside

135. Charter of the Budapest Stock Exchange, July 19, 1990 (as amended 1993) [hereinafter Charter].
136. Listing Rules, supranote 50.
137. See generallyCharter, supranote 135; Listing Rules, supra note 50.
138. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at ch. 3. para. 50.
139. Id., ch. 3, para. 50-52.
140. Id., ch. 3, para. 53-55. The BSE maintains committees responsible for oversight in specific areas
of the stock market. Id.The Ethical Commission reports on ethical issues arising in the operation of the BSE.
Id.. ch. 3, para. 58-60. A Secretariat of the Stock Exchange is authorized to organize and supervise the
commercial affairs of the BSE. Id., ch. 3, para. 62-63.
141. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. VI.
142. Id., pt. VI, para. 75(2).
143. Id., pt. VI, para. 76(I)(a)-(c).
144. See Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646 (1983) (holding that tippee liability is based on two factors: whether
the act of tipping constituted a breach of the tipper's fiduciary duty and whether the tippee knew or should have
known such a breach occurred).
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information. 4" Thus, this system is not limited by the fiduciary concept found in
the United States.'4

Insider trading is presumed if certain qualified insiders 47 "buy and sell" or
"sell and buy" within a three month period. 48 However, the Exchange Act will
allow a defense to insiders if it can be proven that the insider did not have access
to any inside information. 49 that securities had to be sold to satisfy creditors'5o or
that the transaction was completed with a contemporaneous insider.'5 ' This is
unlike the 16(b)' 52 strict liability provision found in U.S. securities law, where

such a defense is not given.
The Supervisory is given a number of options in responding to contraventions

of the Exchange Act'154 Permitted actions include: demanding compliance; issuing
fines; suspending trading of the share; suspending the broker; withdrawing the
broker's license or even bringing an action to remove a chief executiveofficer or

company officer of a brokerage. 55 The public prosecutor or the Supervisory can

bring suit against an issuer, underwriter or insider to make the transaction that
was based on inside information null and void. 5 6 The remedies against insider
trading were expanded in 1994 when the Parliament approved amendments to the
Penal Code and made insider trading illegal.157 The Code contains provisions addressing dissemination of false information about a company and assigns prison

145. Meeka Jun, New CapitalMarkets and SecuritiesRegulationin Hungary. A ComparativeAnalysis
of InsiderTradingRegulations in Hungaryand the UnitedStates, 19 BROOK 3. INT'L L. 1047, 1075-76 (1993).
146. Id. at 1082 (arguing that the Hungarian system, by eliminating the fiduciary duty concerns in the
concept of insider trading, is more consistent with the goals of an honest and open market). However, U.S. law
provides also that liability for insider trading involving confidential information regarding tender offers does
not require breach of a fiduciary duty. U.S. v. Chestman, 947 F.2d 551 (1991).
147. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at pt. VI, para. 76 (defining "Qualified Insiders" as: CEO and
executive officers of Issuer, Issuer-Broker, a corporation that owns a major interest (25% of capital or voting
rights); a bank that keeps Issuer's accounts; relatives of persons above; anyone who owns 10% or more of
Issuer's authorized capital; anyone within six months having a close working relationship with Issuer where
they had access to inside information; and anyone else who knowingly handed over inside information).
148. Exchange Act, supra note 33, atpt. VI, para. 78.
149. Id.
150. Id., pt. VI, para. 79(a).
151. Id., pt. VI, para. 79(b).
152. 15 U.S.C.A. § 16(b) et seq. (West Supp. 1994) (providing that certain defined insiders making a
sale and purchase or purchase and sale within a six month period are presumed to have engaged in insider

trading).
153. See generally Jun, supra note 145 at 1094 (theorizing that the reason that Hungarian law has a
seemingly more relaxed attitude about insider trading is due to the fact aht as a fledgling market the volume
of trading might be more important than the type of trading).
154. Exchange Act, supra note 33, at Pt. 11, para. 17.
155. Id., pt. IT,para. 17(1)a-h.
156. Id., pt. VII, para. 84 (1)-(2); see also Wolff, supra note 47, at 126.
157. Michael Shields, Hungary:HungaryOutlaws Money Laundering,InsiderTrading, REuTERNEw.s
SERvICE - CIS and Eastern Europe, Feb. 16, 1994.
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sentences of up to three years for anyone using privileged information for self-

enrichment. 158
C. Keler Clearinghouse
The rules of the Keler Clearinghouse 59 were approved by its board of
directors on March 23, 1994.'60 This clearinghouse handles the physical safekeeping and custodial management for all securities traded on the BSE.t6 t By
isolating the physical handling of securities to a separate entity, the BSE achieved

greater efficiency.

62 A

major aim of Keler in taking over the settlement system,

which was previously performed by the BSE, was to improve security. 63 Keler
also intends to take over the accounts of exchange members from the National

Bank.'6 By combining control of these accounts with the physical handling of the
shares, greater security and efficiency is achieved! 65 The creation and gradual

modernization of Keler allows the BSE to handle a larger variety of financial products and to increase accessibility to foreigners." 6

158. Id.
159. A clearinghouse provides for the daily clearance of all transactions. BLACK's LAW DICTONARY 251
(6th ed. 1990). While the Keler currently has a five-day clearing system, plans exist to upgrade this to a two
day period. Kelerto PrepareNew Govt. Securities Settlement System, MTI HUNGAUAN NEWs AGENcY, Aug.
3, 1995, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File. The Rules of the Central Depository and
Clearinghouse state: "The function of the clearinghouse is to perform the physical safekeeping and custodian
[sic] management of the securities deposited in the Depository, and shall provide the public basic and
additional services in respect of securities, as defined in these rules." Rules of the Central Depository and
Clearinghouse (Budapest) Ltd. for the Depository and Keeping of Securities Accounts (Keler) 4 Mar. 23, 1994
hereinafter Keler Rules] (on file with the BSE and The TransnationalLawyer).
160. Keler Rules, supra note 159. The clearinghouse started operations in October of 1993. James
O'Leary & Dave Reilly, BSE to Speed Settlements, BUDAPEST Bus. J., July 28, 1995 at 28.
161. Keler Rules, supranote 159, at sec. 3.
162. Wide Range ofServices to ResultFromNew Clearinghouse,Depository,INr'L SE.. REM. REP., Aug.
10, 1993.

163. Hungary:Keler ClearinghouseTargetsForeignInvestors, FIGYELO, REuIrER TMME , Nov. 10,
1994 (indicating that this "security" would be achieved by making greater demands of stock exchange members
and stepping up sanctions for non-fulfillment of deals).
164. Id.
165. Id. Eventually, the goal is to eliminate the physical transfer of shares and simply transfer money
between accounts electronically. Id.
166. James O'Leary &David Reilly, BSE to Speed Settlements, BuDAP.STBus. J., June 28, 1995, at 28
(indicating that the current plans of the BSE to split up trading into three trading areas--equities, debt securities
and derivatives-will rely heavily on a faster and more efficient clearinghouse). See also Hungary: Keler
ClearinghouseTargets Foreign Investors, FIGYEWt, REtmYrE TEXTLI;E, Nov. 10, 1994 (reporting that the
clearinghouse eventually would like to comport with international standards and provide services
internationally).
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D. ForeignDirectInvestment
Foreign ownership of an Hungarian economic entity is basically
unrestricted. 67 The Companies Act clearly states that foreigners will enjoy full

protection and security. 68 Any amounts invested by a foreigner, any profits
gained, and any share due because of a reduction in registered capital, may be
freely transferred in the currency of the initial investment, provided the company
has the required funds in Forints. ir In the event that a foreigner makes non-cash
investments or reinvests dividends, the currency of the foreigner's official place

of permanent residence will be regarded as the currency of investment. 70 These
provisions effectively
turn the Forint into a de facto convertible currency for
17 1
trade.
foreign
E. Performance
The 1990 opening of the BSE marked a significant step in the growth of the
fledgling Hungarian market economy.'7The BSE started with a flourish,' 7 as the
first offering on the BSE, IBUSZ'7 4 stock sold at 4900 Forints. Within days the
value of IBUSZ stock jumped to 12,000 Fts., but this initial success was shortlived and the stock dropped down to 1320 Fts. in July of 1994.'75
In an effort to track performance, the BSE established an index starting at
1000 Fts.176 The index initially dropped, only to show signs of improvement again
in 1993.1" As of May 1995, the stock market had recovered to a healthy 1490
Fts. 178 The current "Austerity Program," developed by Hungary's new finance

167. Robert C. Drake, LegalAspects of Financingin Czechoslovakia,Hungary, andPoland,26 INT'L

LAW. 505,516 (1992).
168, Companies Act, supranote 31, at sec. 9(l).

169. Id. at sec. 9(2).
170, Id.
171. Jankovich, supranote 33, at 86.
172. Samuel S. Cross, Visit to the BudapestStock Exchange, 6 ILEX Briefing, A.B.A. SEC. INT'LL. P.

35(1993).
173. World EquityMarkets - Hungary, (Euromoney Supplement, June 29, 1990), availablein LEXIS,
World Library, Allwld File.
174. IBUSZis a travel and tourism company. David Reilly, IBUSZ Keeps New SharesAll in the Family,
BVDAMTSTBUs.J., July 21,1995 at 31.
175. Copeland, supranote 3 at F-1.
176. Cross, supranote 172, at 36.
177. Hungary: Stock Exchange Index Grew 1.9-Foldbetween May and December1993, Figyel6, Reuter
Textine, Jan. 27 1994,available in LEXTS, Txtln Library, Txtee File.
178. David Reilly, Mid-Year Results Jump StartBSE, BUDAPESTBus. J., Aug. 4,1995 at 29. However,
the market is still prone to substantial fluctuation. Renee Cordes, Trading on the BSE Starts Strong, Fizzles
In 1994. BUDAPE.T Bus. ., Jan. 13, 1994 at 32. For example, devaluations of the Forint create large
vacillations. Hungary:BudapestStock Exchange-Review, EUROMONEYCENTRALEuRoPE, RuTERP Th!NE,
May 1, 1995, availablein LEXIS, Txtn library, Txtee file.
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minister Lajos Bokros and its prime minister Gyula Hom, has gained support and
given the market additional confidence. 7 9 Furthermore, a recent announcement
of a series of rapid privatizations that will be affected through the stock exchange
has bolstered confidence in the BSE'"
The privatization process initially proceeded haltingly in direct relation to the
fluctuating stock market.18 1 Already behind schedule, the growth process was
again in jeopardy when the elections of 1994 put a socialist political party at the
helm of the government.'82 In the beginning, the BSE maintained its independence and was not seriously affected by the change in government. 83 However,
the new government has shown signs of resistance to foreign ownership.18 4 On
one hand, this shift in governmental policy, coupled with Hungary's burdensome
foreign debt,'8 has prompted some writers to conclude that foreign investors are
approaching Hungary with a somewhat dampened enthusiasm. t86 On the other
hand, 1994 reports show that foreign investment was at an all time high. 87
V1. CONCLUSION

Hungary is working hard to conform its business practices to western
standards. Although there are still signs of struggle with the communist past,
progress is being made towards providing an attractive and stable investment
forum.'88 The BSE has come a long way in a short amount of time. 89 With the
addition of the clearinghouse and a constant modernization of facilities, pro-

179. Id. The austerity program outlines a series of steps whereby new taxes are avoided by focusing more
attention on tax avoiders. Bokros Pledgesto Hold to Austerity Policy (REurERs as reportedIt HUNGARIAN
Bus. WKLY., Mar. 1, 1995) at Al.
180. Hungary:Budapest Stock Exchange - Review, supra note 178.

181. Id.
182. Copeland, supranote 3, at F-I. See alsoHungary: Stock Exchange Official - FavourableReaction
to New Government Coalition, (Hung. Radio broadcast Jun. 30, 1994) available in LEXIS, Txtln Library,
Textee File (describing a supportive attitude toward the coalition of the Hungarian Socialist Patty with the

Alliance of Free Democrats).
183. FavourableReaction, supra note 182 (stating that the BSE maintained its stability through the
election).
184. Horn'sDilemma,ECONOMIST, Jan. 28, 1995, at 46 (describing how the government overruled the
privatization agency, which is supposed to be an independent authority, and nullified the privatization of
Hungary's largest chain of hotels).
185. Hungary's foreign debt rose to US$28 billion, higher per capita than any other Eastern European
Country. Id.
186. See id. (arguing that the government is scaring away potential investors with its lack of resolve).
187. Hungary:Steep Rise in ForeignDirectInvestment End-1994- OECD Report,Agence Europe, Sept.
15. 1995 (reporting that the OECD report showed that Hungary is maintaining its competitiveness and that
foreign direct investment is actually increasing the productivity of companies).
188. Hungary - Investment Climate Statement, National Trade Data Bank, Market Reports, Nov. 16,
1994 (reporting that the current business environment in Hungary encourages foreign participation in the
economy).
189. See supra notes 172-187 and accompanying text (describing the progress of the BSE).
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9°
cedures and equipment, foreign investment should remain strong and secure.'91

The legal infrastructure has provided clearer guidelines for the foreign investor.'

Hungary provides an exciting forum where the savvy foreign investor can participate in a young market under relatively safe circumstances,' 92 while directly
bolstering the growth of an emerging market economy.

Akos 0. F6,y*

190. See supra notes 159-166 and accompanying text (exploring the added efficiency of Keler and
modernizations).
191. Hungary - Investment Climate Statement, supra note 188 (maintaining that extensive reform of
Hungary's laws have provided significant opportunity for foreign participation).
192. See supra notes 167-171 and accompanying text (noting statutory protection for foreign
investments).
*
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